Deep Body Thermometry during General Anesthesia

STANLEY MURAVCHICK, M.D., PH.D.*

Conventional techniques for measuring central or "core" patient temperatures during general anesthesia require passage of thermistor or thermocouple probes through body orifices into the nasopharynx, esophagus, rectum, or auditory canal. These techniques can cause tissue trauma and hemorrhage and are subject to sampling error because of imprecise placement of the probe. In this study of adults undergoing elective surgery, we measured the in vivo equilibrium and response characteristics of a commercially available non-invasive deep body thermometry (DBT) system using a heated skin surface probe designed to provide atraumatic approximations of core body temperatures. We then compared those characteristics to those of a conventional, passive, wedged nasal thermistor device.

METHODS

The apparatus evaluated was the Thermo-Finer Coretemp® Model DC-1 DBT system† using a 40-g, 4.5-cm diameter surface probe with a cast aluminum shell containing an electrical heating element and two thermistors separated by an insulator. The probe is connected by a flexible electrical cable to amplifier, comparator, and heater circuitry within an AC line-powered control box with digital display to the nearest 0.1°C. For each patient, one of two available probes was connected interchangeably to one of two control boxes used for this study. To obtain control values, one of four Yellow Springs Instruments® series 701 vinyl-covered thermistor probes was connected to the amplifier and readout circuits provided in a Tektronix® 414 electrocardiogram and pressure monitor with function controls set for digital display of temperature to the nearest 0.1°C. Prior to patient use, the Yellow Springs thermistor probes and the Coretemp probes were applied simultaneously to a temperature-controlled water bath; they were used for this study only if found to indicate the same temperature to within 0.1°C at 34.0°C and 36.0°C. Both the DBT and Yellow Springs probe systems met
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the manufacturer's nominal response time specifications of 60 and 45 seconds, respectively, and both were checked for electrical safety and approved by a qualified bioengineering technician.

A total of 50 consenting patients, 25 to 74 years of age, were studied according to a protocol approved by the Human Studies Subcommittee of the Miami VA Medical Center. Data from 44 of these patients were used to determine equilibrium times and temperatures; the other six patients were studied only during the non-equilibrium conditions of hypothermic CPB. After induction of inhalational or intravenous general anes-


cusia and tracheal intubation, a Coretemp probe was secured to the midline forehead of the patient by means of a custom-designed Velcro® headstrap, and a thermistor probe advanced 8 to 12 cm into the nasopharynx until slight resistance was encountered, indicating wedged nasal (WN) position. Both probes were fixed in final position with tape as needed.

Ten of the patients studied underwent cardiac surgery with cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) and moderate hypothermia (25°C–28°C), and 40 had a variety of orthopedic and general surgical procedures. All patients studied had both a Coretemp DBT and WN thermistor probe in place; the WN probe provided control values for all simultaneous DBT readings. Operating room air was circulated continuously with 16 changes per hour, and room temperature maintained within the range of 20.0°C to 24.0°C.

Time to equilibrium, $t_{eq}$, was defined as the interval required in minutes before a digital temperature display remained unchanged for four consecutive minutes. Temperature discrepancy, $\Delta T$, was defined as the difference in simultaneously measured temperature, DBT-WN, in °C. The $t_{eq}$ values for the DBT and WN probes were compared by $t$ test, and the indicated equilibrium temperatures were compared statistically using the Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test for non-parametric paired samples with $P < 0.05$ being the criterion of statistical significance for all comparisons. The relationship between equilibrium DBT and WN temperatures was established by calculating a correlation coefficient for regression analysis by the least-squares method. Demographic data and physical characteristics recorded, measured, or calculated for every patient included age, weight, height, body surface area, head circumference, and depth of thermistor probe insertion.

**RESULTS**

In the 44 patients studied to determine simultaneous in vivo equilibrium temperatures, the indicated values of the two systems were significantly different ($P < 0.001$), with a $\Delta T$ of $-0.5 \pm 0.1$°C, (mean ± SE), the WN thermistor indicating a higher value than the DBT system. In 31 of these patients, indicated temperatures from both systems had been recorded at one-minute intervals beginning with probe placement, and the mean time required to achieve in vivo equilibrium, $t_{eq}$, for the DBT system was 16.6 ± 0.7 min, significantly longer ($P < 0.001$) than the $t_{eq}$ of 5.2 ± 0.2 min of the WN system. The simultaneous equilibrium values for the two systems showed non-normal distribution but were highly correlated ($r = 0.91$), $\Delta T$ increasing at higher temperatures (fig. 1). Mean times to achieve 99% of $t_{eq}$ were approximately 10.5 and 1.5 min, respec-
tively, for the DBT and the WN thermometry systems (fig. 2). Longest observed individual $t_{eq}$ for the DBT system was 28 min; for the WN system, it was 6 min.

There was no significant correlation between $\Delta T$ at equilibrium and patient weight or head circumference, and no correlation between the $t_{eq}$ of either system and patient head circumference, body weight, or body surface area. There was no difference between $\Delta T$ for the 32 patients receiving inhalation anesthesia (enflurane or halothane) and the $\Delta T$ of 12 patients given a narcotic/muscle relaxant anesthetic. Average age of the 44 patients in whom equilibrium measurements were made was 52.8 $\pm$ 2.0 years (mean $\pm$ SE); average weight was 74.6 $\pm$ 2.0 kg; average body surface 1.90 $\pm$ 0.03 m$^2$; average head circumference 57.9 $\pm$ 0.4 cm; and average depth of insertion of WN probe 8.7 $\pm$ 0.4 cm.

Non-equilibrium conditions such as rapid cooling and warming using extracorporeal perfusion during CPB markedly increased $\Delta T$. Six patients who had not been observed at one-minute intervals according to the equilibrium study protocol but who had both temperature monitors in place for at least one hour were studied during rapid cooling and warming with CPB. In addition, two of the 44 patients in whom equilibrium temperatures had been measured also were observed during rapid cooling but not during rapid warming, and two other patients from the equilibrium study were observed during rapid warming but not during rapid cooling with CPB. These ten patients, therefore, provided a total of 16 observations; eight of simultaneous DBT and WN temperatures during rapid cooling (fig. 3), and eight observations during rapid warming (fig. 4). During rapid cooling with CPB, mean $\Delta T$ went from an initial value of $-0.5 \pm 0.2 ^\circ C$ (SE) to a maximum value of $+2.0 \pm 0.8 ^\circ C$ within six minutes after the start of cooling. The discrepancy then fell progressively but did not return to its initial value until 14 to 20 minutes after the start of cooling. The largest individual $\Delta T$ observed during rapid cooling was $+4.9 ^\circ C$, indicating that DBT readings lagged behind the changes indicated by the WN system.

Temperature discrepancy patterns during rapid warming on CPB were even more varied than those seen during cooling. The maximum $\Delta T$ observed during warming was $+5.3 ^\circ C$, indicating DBT temperature was leading WN temperature, but in one patient the $\Delta T$ reached $-3.8 ^\circ C$, with the DBT lagging behind WN (fig. 4). The discrepancies for the eight patients studied were not of similar sign or magnitude until more than 40 min after the initiation of warming. Mean age of the ten patients in whom the CPB observations were made was 56.2 $\pm$ 1.7 years and mean weight 80.1 $\pm$ 4.5 kg, not significantly different from the corresponding values for the patients observed in non-CPB equilibrium.

**FIG. 3.** Time courses of eight individual observations of temperature discrepancy (deep body-wedged nasal temperature, $^\circ C$) during rapid cooling on cardiopulmonary bypass.

No electrical burns or thermal injuries were observed with the Coretemp DBT system, but stable positioning of the probe on the forehead proved to be difficult in two patients. The WN thermistor was discontinued in an anticoagulated patient with a persistent nosebleed and in another patient because of unexplainably erratic temperature indications.

**DISCUSSION**

Continuous monitoring of body temperature during general anesthesia is a widely accepted clinical practice which includes a variety of techniques. The large temperature gradients between superficial and deep body tissues during general anesthesia, especially with hypothermic CPB, suggest that body temperature measurements are most reliable and useful when they reflect...
the temperature of the central core of organs and tissues within the skull, chest, and abdomen. Tympanic membrane probes accurately track rapid changes in blood temperature but cannot be expected to reflect the temperature of the central organ core when blood temperature is abruptly manipulated using a heat exchanger during cooling or warming on CPB. Lower esophageal temperatures also are determined largely by heart and blood temperature and were not appropriate for control values in our study because application of ice and cold cardioplegia solutions to the heart was required during CPB. We chose instead to use a modification of the nasopharyngeal technique, the wedged nasal thermistor, as our control standard. It is a conventional technique which correlates well with brain temperature, is accessible during most surgical procedures, and is in anatomic proximity to the forehead placement site for the Coretemp DBT probe.

Fox and Solman were the first to describe a technique for monitoring deep body temperature by means of a probe placed on the skin surface using a heated element to create a zone of zero heat flow under the probe. Subsequent modification of the original design and more rigorous mathematical analysis of the heat flow zones beneath the probe indicated that active heating of the aluminum cup which served as a housing for the probe would make the system independent of ambient temperature if the environment was colder than the patient. The equilibrium times of the DBT system reflect the time required to eliminate the initial temperature gradients between the skin surface and the deeper tissues of the area being monitored, as well as the caloric capacity of the probe itself. In theory, DBT systems such as the Coretemp “exteriorize” the temperatures of core organs, simplifying probe placement and minimizing tissue trauma. Once thermal equilibrium has been attained, intermittent heating triggered by a comparator circuit compensates for heat loss from the probe.

In vivo equilibrium times previously reported for the improved design represented by the Coretemp DBT were obtained from unanesthetized subjects or from animal models, and range from 30 min to 15 to 20 min. Prior published values for equilibrium temperature discrepancy vary from -0.1° to -0.4°C, depending upon the DBT probe design and the monitoring site used as a reference. In our study, human equilibrium deep body temperatures during general anesthesia were consistently lower than simultaneous wedged nasal temperatures, but while the average ΔT of -0.5°C was statistically significant, it was numerically small and not likely to be of clinical importance. In agreement with earlier results from animal studies, we found that ΔT increased at higher equilibrium temperatures. We found, however, that ΔT was independent of the type of anesthetic used, the physical mass of the patient, or measured head circumference. Others have suggested that increased thickness of subcutaneous tissues would alter the ability of the probe to establish and maintain zero heat flow.

The 20-min in vivo equilibrium or stabilization period suggested by the manufacturer of the Coretemp DBT system is a realistic recommendation, but this interval represents a much longer period than that required by the conventional wedged nasal thermistor system. Rapid and significant changes in temperature early in anesthesia, such as those associated with malignant hyperpyrexia, could be missed in a patient monitored only with a DBT system placed just after induction of anesthesia. We also found that even after initial equilibrium has been achieved, rapid alteration of body temperature such as cooling or warming during CPB can produce erratic and unpredictable relationships between the temperatures indicated by the DBT system and those of the conventional passive thermistor accepted as the standard for core temperature monitoring. Therefore, we conclude that DBT systems such as the Coretemp may be useful in monitoring slow, progressive changes in temperature such as may be seen in an intensive care environment, but the DBT technique is not clinically appropriate for monitoring the rapid changes in patient temperature that may occur during general anesthesia and cardiopulmonary bypass.
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Postoperative Rigidity Following Fentanyl Anesthesia

CHARLES M. CHRISTIAN II, M.D., PH.D.,* JOHN L. WALLER, M.D.;† C. CRAIG MOLDENHAUER, M.D.;‡

Postoperative respiratory depression occurs after the intravenous injection of fentanyl. Becker et al. demonstrated the biphasic nature of this response; Adams and Pybus cited three patients in whom postoperative respiratory depression followed an apparently normal recovery from fentanyl-nitrous-oxide anesthesia; McQuay et al. demonstrated a second peak of plasma fentanyl which occurred after surgery. Stoeckel et al. postulated an entero-systemic recirculation to explain these phenomena. Hall expressed concern about the impact of the recent trend to high-dose (50–150 μg/kg) fentanyl anesthesia on the problem of a secondary or biphasic episode of respiratory depression.

We describe three patients who developed rigidity several hours after fentanyl administration which may be attributable to a secondary peak of fentanyl in the plasma.

REPORTS OF THREE PATIENTS

Patient 1. A 56-year-old, 78-kg man with coronary occlusive disease scheduled for coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) was premedicated with 30 mg propanolol, po, 10 mg diazepam, po, and 15 mg morphine, im. Systemic and pulmonary arterial and peripheral venous lines were established, and electrocardiographic and electroencepha-
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